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Abstract: Currently, people are getting edacious to contribute to society. Numerous people want to 

contribute freehandedly to the causes they believe in but generally end up doing nothing due to no trust in 

the system around them. There are a lot of charitable associations and NGOs that bear finances now and 

which are working for the betterment of society. To drop this fraud, we came up with a new technology 

called a blockchain. There are four types of druggies similar as government, NGO, retailer, and druggies. 

Druggies can contribute some quantum to NGOs and retailers. The government can see donations for the 

offer. This system will make the entire process more transparent. We're using blockchain for charity 

donations to make it more transparent. This operation provides trust between the druggies and benefactors. 

This helps resolve the trust issues, as people formerly know what they're paying for, and the system will 

help to break the problem. 
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